200 YEARS OF SERVICE TO THE ENERGY SECTOR

OEM Parts for Christ, Brackett Green, Kennicott and Caird & Rayner Equipment.

Servicing and Maintenance Contracts

Value Added Upgrades and Enhancements

Refurbishments and Overhauls

SERVICING WATER FOR THE ENERGY SECTOR

www.ovivowater.com  ovivo.energy@ovivowater.com

Want to reduce your energy, maintenance or chemical consumptions?
OVIVO IS:

OVER 200 YEARS OF HERITAGE
YOU ALREADY KNOW US!

COOLING WATER INTAKE SYSTEMS

Even the best screens need refurbishing eventually. Ovivo heritage companies have been supplying some of the most robust cooling water intake systems in the world since the 1800's as Brackett, Greenbank and Ledward & Beckett. These systems function 24hrs a day 7 days a week in arduous, abrasive and corrosive environments. With many of the original drawings Ovivo have become experts in refurbishment and extending the life of these systems.

PROCESS WATER TREATMENT SYSTEMS

As customers demand higher quality water then water treatment plant process requirements increase. Ovivo heritage companies have been supplying state of the art process water treatment for over 100 years. The technology of today can offer improved quality; lower operating costs and reduced supervision. Ovivo can offer upgrades to ensure performance and running costs are minimised without the need for replacement.

OVIVO® CONNECT™

A smart and simple application allowing you to easily manage your Ovivo Assets.

Ovivo understands the realities its customers are faced with. You are running a water or wastewater plant and the uptime of your equipment is critical to your operation, process and end-users. With this in mind, and with the desire to help you maintain your assets and your plant more easily, we are launching: OVIVO® Connect™
OEM SPARE PARTS
Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) Spare parts are available for your Ovivo Equipment heritage brands:
- Brackett Green
- Caird & Rayner Clark
- Christ Water
- Kennicott
- Ledward & Beckett
- Eimco
- Brieden
- Bosker
- Tepro

INSPECTION & CONDITION REPORTING
Annual Inspection of any equipment is vital to ensure reliable operation and to prevent unexpected failures. Ovivo's experts will conduct a thorough inspection and submit a full condition report with recommendations for future action.

PLANNED SERVICE CONTRACTS
Regular servicing by Ovivo staff ensures that any minor issues are dealt with quickly before they develop into something more serious and that equipment is operating effectively and efficiently. Various plans are available from monthly to annually with 24hr hot line assistance as required.

EXTENDED WARRANTY
Extended Warranties can be purchased to offer peace of mind to Site Maintenance teams and reduce the risk of costly equipment breakdown (may require Ovivo maintenance contract).

OPERATOR TRAINING
Who better to train your operators to safely operate your equipment than the staff of the original designers. Don't let bad practice spread when staff change. Classroom theoretical and site based training is available and represents a valuable investment in your asset.

REFURBISHMENT CONTRACTS
Whether driven by plant neglect, normal wear and tear or deterioration in performance, Ovivo have the experience, staff and know how to overhaul or refurbish plants in poor condition to return them to safe and efficient operation.

MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS
The Ovivo Maintenance contract offers a fixed price servicing and spare parts package for the duration of your plan and means you keep your plant in the best possible condition.

Benefits include:
- Spreading the cost.
- No un-expected bills.
- Fixed prices for the duration of the plan.
- Available to new or not so new equipment.
- Ovivo trained Engineers and OEM spare parts.
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VALUE ADDED UPGRADES
DO YOU HAVE...?
- Problems with excessive debris or jelly fish influx in your intake?
- Requirements for jelly fish compliance?
- Outdated control and instrumentation?
- Need to remote monitor your plant?
- Reduced condenser efficiencies?
- Increased chemical usage?
- Reduced heat rate?
- Biofilm or molusc build up in your cooling system?

If so then please contact us and one of our experts will visit to discuss how we can upgrade your water treatment system.
SERVICING WATER FOR THE ENERGY SECTOR

THE OVIVO DIFFERENCE
200+ YEARS OF HERITAGE • 100% FOCUSED ON WATER

A GLOBAL MARKET LEADER

Our suitably qualified and experienced technicians and engineers are some of the foremost experts in the field. Ovivo are pleased to offer advice on all aspects of service, operation and maintenance of water treatment equipment for the power sector. The Ovivo difference is our ability to provide a one-stop shop with dedicated customer service staff for the best customer experience in the industry. Ovivo also operates through a network of fully trained authorised service representatives to improve our reach across the globe. Ovivo are pleased to discuss the stocking of parts to improve the customer experience for key customers and minimise downtime.

CONTACT US!
Scan to find your local office
ovivo.energy@ovivowater.com
ovivowater.com